
COMBINATION OF SHEAR,

BRAKE AND ROLL

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

3 IN 1/305 3 IN 1/610

3 IN 1/760 3 IN 1/1016

3 IN 1/1067 31N 1/1320 .



l.USES

This machine is used for shearing and braking low carbon plate (mild

steel) or the other metal materials which have the same intensity as the low

carbon plate. but their maximum thickness is 1 mm.. It can also be used for

rolling the low carbon plate(mild steel) or the other metal materials which

has the same intensity as the low canbon plate.its maximum thickness is 1

mm,

2.USES AND MALNTENANCE

2.1 Before using this Kind of machine tool you must read this

direction, in order to have an intimate knowledge of structre of the machine

tool.and also function of the handle.driveandlubrication systems.

2.2 According to the different using conditions, this kind ofmachine

tool must be fixed on the ground or special machine seat,in order to avoid

slide of the machine tool.

2.3 Please firmly execute the following operating rules:

2.3.1 Before packing this machine tool, antirusting agents are put on

it.so when you are getting rid of the kind of rust inhibitor.you can unset the

yellow coat with varnish diluent and paint flux for machine oil.

2.3.2 Place near the machine be kept chean,and materials whichavoid

slide can be used in this area.

2.3.3 When you move,install,clean and adjust the machine tool. you

must keep away from the shears.

2.3.4 Put dowm the protecting cover when you don't use thesliding

roll of the roll machine.

2.3.5 Keep your hands from the die when you are working on it.

2.3.6 Operators must be familiar with the structre and function of this

machine tool. Proctecting mask and theother safety devics should be used

when work on it.

2.3.7 Focusyour attention on the machine and operate when someone

are near bythe machine.
















